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16 ft. maximum; they are marked by alternate black and white
stripes extending along the carriage-way from one line of studs to the
other; the width of the stripes are between 20 in. and 28 in. Where
the road surface is black, this will answer for the black stripes. The
crossings are marked by the usual beacon having a yellow globe
mounted at a height of between 7 and 10 ft.; these will be illumi-
nated as " flashing beacons ".
Traffic Controlled Signals.
This type of signal is now extensively used for traffic control at
all kinds of intersections; where warranted by the density of traffic
or,other considerations; many of these are quite complicated, but,
in spite of this, the system works well.
The principal feature is the rubber-shod steel pad (about 6 ft. x 1
ft.) mounted on sensitive springs and inlaid on the left-hand side of
each approach to the junction. Immediately after a vehicle has
passed over the detector unit or pad, the amber light operates with
the red, and after a few seconds green gives the right of way; if
another vehicle has established a right of way from another approach,
then a waiting period is essential* When roads are busy, the timing
mechanism is adjusted by the police to facilitate traffic movement
from all roads to the greatest advantage. It is clear that without this
the busier road would always have the right of way.
One particular use of these signals is for a comparatively quiet
side road entering a busy road; a " HALT " sign would not always
work, and a detector pad in the quiet road, on a suitable timing
basis, enables vehicles to emerge at appropriate intervals.
" Slated Speed " Signs.
The practice of restricting traffic speeds to 30 m.p.h. in built-up
areas and to have unrestricted speeds otherwise is current practice in
this country; occasionally, however, one comes across a lower speed
limit of, say, 15 m.p.h. in a specially difficult street or area.
It will be of interest to mention one feature of American practice
in this connection. At the approach to an intersection where a
lower speed is desirable for safety the figure of reduced speed is
indicated on a sign at a sufficient distance from the junction to
enable vehicles to slow down comfortably.
This practice occurs where main roads run through villages; at
the fringe traffic slows to 25 m.p.h,, then to 20, and at the intersection
id the centre of the village it falls to 15 m.p.h.; proceeding outwards
speed i$ stepped uj> to 20, then 25 m.p.h., then derestricted when
clear of the town. The Author ha$ experienced this control on th6 *

